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How do you stop a personal trainer, who fantasizes about killing his clients, then carries out his gruesome desire on
someone else? Making matters worse, how do you stop desires for your own trainer, jeopardizing your marriage? More
troubling, do you want to? That’s what Detective Tara Tanner must solve in this crime thriller.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr
/u003eLa Flore is renowned for its elite personal trainers. This model city however, faces a crisis. Someone is on a
killing binge. The killer is vicious and cunning. He harbors a profound irony for one of the nation’s fittest cities, and the
way he selects his victims makes him untraceable, but this predator has a weakness.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr
/u003eTara Tanner is a wife, mother, and a crack detective whose record is blemished by a tragic case that leaves her
feeling she has lost her edge. Tara has other demons. She dreads becoming like her mother, a temptress and
philanderer, made worse by her uncontrollable attraction for her own trainer.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eFit to Kill
is a non-stop thriller of fantasy, temptation and redemption, a deadly game of chase, in which the line is marred
between predator and prey, a game that reveals how far one will go to kill, and how far the other will go, to
survive.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e*** Praise of Fit to Kill ***u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e"It lulls you into its
sunny morning overview of a city. You focus on one gym–a woman and her trainer. Then death, grisly, morbid, and
gruesome, slams you right between the eyes. Well-written, this novel holds solid promise to rivet and satisfy." –D. L.
Keur, The Deepening World of Books
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Que fim levou clarissa
Maestro de seducción
Quante cose so di te
Quando sei con me
Quarantäne in der badewanne
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